
Message from SIRIUS 06.04 2022
Finding inner guidance…

We greet you children of Light. Be at peace at this time, and find the light
within. Be as a lighthouse that towers over the raging sea, a light that
stands firm, rooted, showing the way for all who are lost on the open sea.

Your mission may seem to be a lonely one, but as all of you are turning on
your own lights, you start to connect and to rediscover each other.
Think of yourself as an inactive lighthouse, and as you are realizing your
true identity, you turn on your own light, which will guide home all the souls
who have been wandering in the night.

But how can one realize their true identity?
It is different for each of you, for you are all unique, and you are all
exploring something specific to your own mission.
We can only show you the way, but you are the one that has to walk the
walk. We are here to trigger your remembrance, not to reveal the secrets for
you, for all of you have this knowledge coded within.

Earth is the realm of illusion, and all that which comes from it may be
distorted, your ego mind may also misinterpret secondhand information,
causing even more confusion.
You may explore the outside world, but true information must always come
from within.
Before you come into this reality, you set up events for yourself that will
trigger your remembrance, synchronicities that show you time and time
again that you are on the right path.

You started this experience with baby steps; proving to yourselves with each
step that this new reality that you have just started to explore is actually
real.
All of your guides and beings of light are with you for the ride, reminding
you time and time again of who you are and why you are here.
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We, The Light, do not come in all at once; the logical ego mind would find it
hard to comprehend, and it would cause more distress than good on your
path.

We are here to ensure that what you have set up for yourself happens, and
everything that is not in alignment with you, doesn't come into your reality.
Your core vibration, which is centered within your heart, has been sending
out impulses all of your life. It is your own musical tone that you sing each
day, and as you change this tone also shifts.

This tone is responsible for attracting everything in your life which is in
alignment with you, and repelling everything that is not.
If you feel abundant and joyful, then you will attract more things that will
make you feel even more abundant.
If you are experiencing lack and frustration, you will manifest events that
will amplify that feeling.
The Universe alway supports you in whatever you are exploring.
The mechanisms of the cosmos are set up in a way that if you are exploring
a specific theme, you will receive more energies that will allow you to
explore that even further.

So, you see, you are already manifesting, and now the next step would be to
take all that which you have learned, and start manifesting in a conscious
manner.
But how do you do that?
By shifting the Tone that you are emanating 24/7.
You can change your core vibration by each moment being aware of yourself,
how are you feeling, what kind of thoughts are you having, and of course,
how you act in each situation.

Observe yourself, and ask whenever you are doing something; where would
this take me, is this lowering or raising my vibration?
Is this action in tune with the person that I wish to become?

If not, then choose to act in a different manner, if this is not possible, choose
to not act in a way which would surely lower your resonance.
This is a lengthy process, an exercise that you have to do each day, but the
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more you keep track of yourself, and how you function as a Human being,
the easier it will become.
Your society has encoded many programs into your behavior, so now that
you are aware of how things work, you can consciously make an effort to
reprogram your mind in a positive and constructive way, so you can manifest
a reality that you actually prefer.

Whenever the old programs slip back in, fear not, simply choose not to act
upon them, observe them and let them go, don't give them energy and they
will subside. The more you do this you will find that they will come back less
and less, ultimately becoming insignificant, for those patterns are no longer
representative of who you are.

We are also here to help you along your journey, but we are not here to
make these decisions for you, for that would be interference.
This is your life experience, your own movie, and you can direct it in
whatever way makes sense to you.
In each moment observe yourself, and choose which action would be more
representative of the person that you want to be.

A’ho Blessings
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